and advertising. However, on this occasion, I will concentrate on the ways in which Byzantine art is framed by those popular codifiers and guardians of the canon, our modern survey books, those curious unions of aesthetics, pedagogy, and commerce, used everyday but seldom studied in and for themselves. Here, my concern is less the particular accountings of individual monuments and more the position of Byzantine art within the general sequencing of art history. A summary of that data and a listing of the books surveyed follows the conclusion of this article. I will first consider those histories of art in current use, reviewing as many of their editions as I found in my personal library and my university's library. Next, I extend this review back to various general books from earlier in the century and before them to the beginnings of the genre in mid-nineteenth-century Germany.
Of The sequence continues to the present. As indicated in Table 1 , Byzantine art is routinely followed by Islamic art in current books: Gombrich, Janson, Hartt, Honour/Fleming, and the latest of Marilyn Stokstad, the first volume of which has just appeared. Occasionally Islamic art is omitted entirely or, as in Gardner IV, relegated to a section entitled "NonEuropean Art," one of four larger categories that the Yale faculty created." But in the main, Islamic art is a standard feature even of the survey books with the most strongly Western orientation like Janson, Hartt, or Trachtenberg and Hyman, Architecture...The Western Tradition. Thus, despite the widespread critiques of Orientalism, inspired by Edward Said's fundamental book of that name,6 Islam or at least its art actually has some claim to be a part of the West. Its status in that tradition, however, is scarcely the equal of, say, French Gothic art, and both the historical study of Islamic art and the production of art in the modern world by Muslims have been subjected to the many strategies and consequences of colonialism.7
In the survey books, the position after Byzantine and Islamic art is one in which it was evidently deemed permissible to insert "exotic" material. For example, in his Story of Art, first published in 1950, E. H. Gombrich devoted chapter 6 to Byzantine art. Chapter 7, entitled "Looking Eastward, Islam, China, Second to Thirteenth Century A.D.," is even broader than advertised, ranging from Islamic Spain to nineteenth-century Japan. In Wilkins and Shulz (1990), Byzantine art is followed by a chapter on Anglo-Saxon and Hiberno-Saxon Art, but immediately afterwards, the authors introduce chapters on Art in Japan, Art in China, and Islamic Art before returning finally to the standard medieval sequence of Carolingian Art, Romanesque Art, etc. In Stokstad's new book, even more diverse material is located after the Byzantine chapter, including the obligatory chapter on Islamic Art, but also Art of India before 1100, Chinese Art before 1280, Japanese Art before 1392, Art of the Americas before 1300, and Art of Ancient Africa.
In these books, no matter what comes after Byzantine art and the exotic interlude, the narrative ultimately returns to Western medieval art, most often in the period of the early Middle Ages-Hiberno-Saxon or Carolingian art-, as in Gombrich, Janson, Hartt, Wilkins/Schulz, or Stokstad. The same pattern is observed in the textbook surveys of medieval art, e.g., Calkins and Snyder, but not Zarnecki.8 The variations on this structure in Honour and Fleming are less radical than they first seem. Choosing section titles that depart from the usual Ancient, Medieval, Renaissance, etc., they create a Part 2, "Art and the World Religions" after Part 1, "Foundations of Art" or prehistoric through Roman art. Thus they interpolate chapter 6, "Buddhism and Far Eastern Art," between Hellenistic and Roman art (ch. 5) and Early Christian and Byzantine art (ch. 7). The latter chapter also treats "Christian Art in Northern Europe." Part 2 concludes with Early Islamic art (ch. 8). Part 3, "Sacred and Secular Art," opens with Ottonian through Gothic art (ch. 9). Thus, the standard western narrative resumes, albeit a bit later than usual, and in this respect has antecedents in earlier books on medieval art.9
Survey books, then, create a conceptual break between Byzantium/Islam and Western Europe. Introducing chapters about the arts of Asia and even Africa and the Americas has the effect of isolating Byzantine art from the art of Western Europe to which it is connected in many ways from the early Middle Ages into the Renaissance. A second distancing mechanism is the chronological inversion by which the narrative moves from Byzantium, which, of course, lasted until 1453, back to early medieval art, so that the rise of the West from late antiquity to the present can be told without interruption and, more importantly, without distracting counter-narratives or even subplots. In Western Europe, Celtic and Germanic peoples fell heir to the civilization of late antiquity, of which Early Christian art had been a part, and transformed it into that of the Middle Ages. The East, in contrast, experienced no such break; in the Byzantine Empire, late antiquity lived on, although the Greek and Oriental elements came increasingly to the fore at the expense of the Roman heritage. As a consequence, Byzantine civilization never became wholly medieval. "The Byzantines may have been senile," one historian has observed, "but they remained Greeks to the end." The same sense of tradition, of continuity with the past, determines the development of Byzantine art. We can understand it best, therefore, if we see it in the context of the final, Christian phase of antiquity rather than in the context of the Middle Ages.12 This passage, which has been repeated without change to the present, begs for further analysis, but to stay for the moment with the matter of Byzantine art as ancient, I turn to current editions of Gardner, Art Though the Ages. They also locate Byzantine art in antiquity and thereby distort the passage of "art through the ages." It had not always been so. Both Gardner in the second and third editions and the Yale Department had understood that Byzantium belonged to the Middle Ages. Matters changed with the fifth edition by de la Croix and Tansey. Published as before by Harcourt, Brace & Company, later Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, the fifth edition appeared in 1970, eight years after the warm reception given Janson's book, the product of the competing firms of Prentice-Hall and Harry N. Abrams.13 The fourth edition of Gardner divided art history into Ancient Art, European Art, Non-European Art, and Modern Art. The Early Christian and Byzantine chapter was assigned to the second, not the first part. The fifth edition employed the following categories: The Ancient World, The Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque, The Modern World, and The Non-European World. The last, bearing the regrettable title Non-European, continues from the fourth edition, but the others follow Janson. Also like the latter, the discussion of Early Christian and Byzantine art (chapter 7) has now been re-located in antiquity and thus further separated from Western medieval art. Islamic art was added to the chapter, and the whole rewritten, not exactly a common occurrence in the world of survey books.
Chapter 7 opens with a general evaluation of Byzantine and Western medieval culture that resembles Janson's both in content and in position within the chapter. Discussing the invasions of the "barbarians" referring to the Germanic and Celtic peoples, de la Croix and Tansey continue as follows:
The subsequent actions of these "barbarians," Christianized and in control of the western empire by the end of the fifth century, make up the history of the Middle Ages in the west. The eastern empire, actually but not officially severed from the western by the beginning of the fifth century, goes its own continuous way as the Byzantine empire, reverting to its Greek language and traditions, which, to be sure, had become much "Orientalized." The Byzantine world was a kind of protraction of the life of the late empire and the Early Christian culture that filled it. With a quite Oriental conservatism, which reminds us somewhat of the ancient Near Eastern civilizations, the Byzantine empire remains Greek, orthodox, unchanging for a thousand years, preserving the forms of its origin, oblivious to and isolated from the new.14 This passage to which I shall also return is repeated from the fifth to the latest edition, the ninth of 1991.
Both Kugler was an important figure culturally and academically in his day.15 Skilled in all the arts, he was an accomplished artist, vocalist, novelist, dramatist, song-writer, poet, and historian, and art historian. Friend of leading intellectuals and artists, Kugler also appears to have been a good teacher. Among his students was the historian and, thanks to Kugler, art historian, Jacob Burckhardt, who prepared the second edition of Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte (1848). In his letters, Burckhardt described Kugler as a "wonderful, lovable man."'6 In the year that the Handbuch appeared, Burckhardt wrote that "for the last two years I have found a real friend in Prof. Kugler, full of goodness, patience and esprit; I have learnt the history of art from him... ,,"" Kugler had begun teaching at the Academy in 1835 and immediately published a great array of books and articles, including a history of painting, Handbuch der Geschichte der Malerei seit Constantin dem Grossen (1837), the second edition of which was made again by Burckhardt. Both handbooks were to be kept in print for decades, and the one on painting was later translated into English and remained popular until the next century.'8
The Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte was Kugler's great work. From our world it is hard to believe there was ever a time when new survey books did not arrive as predictably as another school year or exist at all for that matter, and hence it requires a bit of historical imagination to appreciate the efforts involved in creating the first one. Among the few antecedents that Kugler mentioned in his preface were his own history of painting and the study of ancient art, Handbuch der Archiiologie der Kunst, published in 1835 by K. O. MUller.19 In his introduction Kugler felt it necessary to explain what he means by the word "Kunstgeschichte," not because he was the first to use it, but because the discipline to which he belonged was, as he wrote, "still quite young."20 Nevertheless, he gives it a clear organization in his book. Because handbooks and surveys of all periods follow rather than lead, it is doubtful that Kugler invented this system, but he did help popularize a structure that in many respects is still with us.
His medieval section begins with chapter 11, "Die altchristliche Kunst," divided into architecture and the other arts Woermann is an exception. Otherwise, chronological displacement is used to re-position cultures, favoring some over others, an essential feature of all western-oriented histories of art to the present. Kugler and Schnaase were hardly the first to invent this notion, even if they were the first to apply it to art historical handbooks. It is a fundamental strategy of the writing of history in the late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century beginnings of Historicism, and in the preceding Enlightenment. These matters exceed the present study, but one last writer is of critical importance and is someone known to both Kugler and Schnaase, namely G. W. E Hegel (1770-1831). I would argue for the art historical relevance not only of Hegel's lectures on aesthetics, as Podro and others have discussed,31 but also of his Philosophy of History, compiled from lectures that he repeated several times at the University of Berlin, the last being in the year of his death. 32 Hegel's general subject here is the progress of the World-Spirit through time and throughout the entire world. History is divided into four parts, The Oriental World, the Greek World, the Roman World, and the German World. The last part, "Die germanische Welt," stretches from the migration period to the Enlightenment and Revolution, or more or less to Hegel's day. In the version of the lectures most commonly encountered, the cultures that we understand as medieval are divided between the Roman and Germanic Worlds. Thus the former includes "Das Christentum" and "Das byzantinische Eventually those same Turks, as we just read, also decline into sloth and turpitude.
In the century of Freud, it is tempting to interpret all of the above as the rantings of an elderly man, projecting onto a safely distant Other his deepest fears: lawless mobs, insanity, uncontrollable passion, murderous wives and sons, and lustful women. But one does not have to resort to biographical supposition, because these attitudes had enjoyed broad currency from at least the eighteenth century. These are the qualities generally associated with oriental civilizations, peoples, and especially rulers-in this context, despots. Thus, they are less the projections of particular authors (although there is still room for personal enthusiasms in the cataloguing of vices) and more the manifestation of a process by which Europeans developed their own cultural identities and political systems, a matter recently surveyed by Patricia Springborg for earlier centuries.36 In regard to the Ottomans, in particular, that process began during the sixteenth century and can be followed in fascinating detail from Venetian ambassadorial reports, studied by Lucette Valensi. 37 To pursue these issues further is not possible in the present paper. Thus, I must be content to assert, instead of demonstrate, that they are relevant to the European construction of Byzantium and its art. In ways and for reasons that are still not entirely clear, Byzantium and Ottoman Turkey were conflated in European imaginations during a crucial and formative period when history as we know it came into being. On the one hand Byzantium and Islam are seen as relevant chapters in the rise of the West; on the other hand they function as foils for that history and thus must be isolated from the principal story in the ways that we have reviewed. When general histories of art come to be written later in the nineteenth century, they adopt the prevailing modes of temporal and spatial rhetoric, as well as general historical patterns. Hegel endorsed such histories, including the history of art, terming them fragmentary but capable of leading to a deeper understanding of a nation and its all important guiding Spirit. "In our time," he wrote, "this form of the history of ideas has been more developed and brought into notice. "38 In Again and again, Byzantine art is introduced in order to say something not about the visual culture of particular people and institutions living in the Eastern Mediterranean from the fourth to the fifteenth century, but to define by contrast Western European art of the Middle Ages and therefore Western Europeans and Americans of the current age. But no culture is pure, either in the Middle Ages or the present, and the act of constructing a culture as a coherent unified entity is both historically distorting and ideologically motivated to a degree greater than usual and in ways seldom acknowledged. The result of art history's temporal constructions is to create categories and differences and thus from the outset to frustrate attempts to draw closer to many of the phenomena studied. Even Byzantinists participate in these rhetorical strategies, when they write about Byzantine art in splendid, self-validating isolation, when they compare it to other monolithic entities, such as Islam or the West, much less when they acquiesce to the traditional location of Byzantium within general history or endorse Orientalist constructions and metaphors. 40 A less divisive approach to a medieval art set in a larger frame might yield more interesting perspectives on the artistic cultures of the many regions of Western, Central, and Eastern Europe and the Christian and Muslim lands of the Levant. Viewing the Self from the Other and vice-versa illumines both and the process of categorization itself. Artistic cultures can be useful in this regard. Because of their empirical basis, they easily transcend our ethnocentric narratives; hence our frequent unease with surveys of all sorts; for much has to be left out or distorted to fit the proposed thesis. What if issues in medieval art were pursued beyond our traditional disciplinary subcategories of artistic medium, chronology, or geography? What if we blurred boundaries created by post-medieval nationalisms and thus surveyed, as some already have, the means, purpose, and intentions of devotional images, ecclesiastical rituals and associated arts, the processional life of urban spaces, the social exchange of luxury objects, the lighting as well as the decorating of churches, the external embellishment of churches or lack thereof, containers for the sacred, the orality of texts and images, the historical reception of all forms and sites of medieval art, the representation of social differences, the economic status of artists/artisans, the visual as mediated access to the holy, the social functions of visual representation, or the act of seeing itself? Our world is dramatically different from the Berlin of Hegel, Kugler, 30. The series is the continuation of an earlier one, the first edition of which is Stuttgart, 1855. I have used the sixth edition of the Handbuch, Leipzig, 1902. The second volume, Das Mittelalter, has three sections, "Altchristliche Kunst" "Die Scheidung der orientalischen und der occidentalen Kunst" in which Byzantine and Islamic art are treated, and a final section with a title that introduces the subject for another paper, "Die Entwicklung nationaler Kunstweisen."
